Curriculum Statement
Design and Technology Department
Ranelagh School

‘For the Spirit that God has given us does not make us timid; instead, his Spirit fills us with power, love and
self-control’ 2 Timothy 1:7
At the heart of our distinctive culture is our commitment to being a dynamic learning community, rooted in
Christianity, where people matter. In this we seek wisdom and pursue excellence.

Core Values
The Design and Technology Department at Ranelagh School aims to provide all students with an education to teach
students how to become inquisitive and creative citizens whilst being embedded in our shared vision and the core
values of the Ranelagh School Learner Profile:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confidence - Students who are self-assured are more likely to take risks, see mistakes as learning
opportunities and be open to new learning experiences. They have poise and self-belief; this means that
even when learning is difficult, they will persist.
Resilience - Students are able to keep learning even when they find work difficult. They show flexibility and
stamina. When they need to work for long periods on challenging problems they persevere.
Curiosity - Students who are keen to enquire will ask questions and have a genuine interest to learn more.
They are inquisitive and work hard on further developing their skills and knowledge. This means they are
more likely to understand their own abilities, interests and future aspirations.
Creativity - Students use inventive, resourceful and original ways to learn. They produce learning outcomes
that demonstrate their ingenuity and imagination.
Empathy - Students can listen, understand and learn from others. They are well placed to work as part of a
team. They show warmth, humour and positivity and collaborate effectively with others.
Independence - Students are self-motivated, they understand how they learn and can manage themselves.
They have self-belief, can access resources and know how to learn successfully beyond Ranelagh.

Intent
The Design Technology curriculum is a progressive model aimed at developing students to become inquisitive and
creative citizens in both KS3 and KS4. Within our subject, students will use creativity and imagination, design,
develop and manufacture products that solve real and relevant problems within a variety of contexts, considering
their own and others’ needs, wants and values.

Implementation
We use a hands on practical approach to learn in an environment that provides opportunities for experiential
learning (iterative design) that provides access to a wide range of skills. This enables students to succeed in creating
a range of products, developing confidence in a practical environment, using a variety of tools and equipment.
Students will be fully engaged in challenging activates both theory based and practical that will ensure a good
understanding of the skills and knowledge relating to the context of the subject.

Impact
We aim to ensure the students:
•
•
•

Develop the creative, technical and practical expertise needed to perform everyday tasks confidently and to
participate successfully in an increasingly technological world.
Build and apply a repertoire of knowledge, understanding and skills in order to design and make high-quality
prototypes and products for a wide range of users and critique, evaluate and test their ideas and products and
the work of others.
Students learn how to take risks, becoming resourceful, innovative, enterprising and capable citizens. Through
the evaluation of past and present design and technology, they develop a critical understanding of its impact on
daily life and the wider world.

Design and Technology Curriculum Questions/Overview

1. What are the objectives of your curriculum?
•

•

Our objective is for students to gain transferable skills that they can apply to solving real issues in the real
world. We want to challenge students to combine academic and creative thinking with practical skills to
design, develop and manufacture inspirational quality products. Students need to be able to understand the
design process, considering not only their own needs, but the wants and values of others.
Design and Technology will prepare students to participate confidently and successfully in an increasing
technological world.

What is its purpose at each key stage?
KS3
•

Build the foundations for GCSE Design and Technology. An introduction to understanding users, identifying
and implementing a variety of research methods, awareness of sustainability, working properties of
materials, taking risks to create imaginative ideas, work safely with tools, equipment and machinery,
evaluate own work and the work of others.
Due to the carousal system the delivery of the KS3 curriculum is restricted. We do not have a full year with
the students.

•

To teach the students about a broad range of materials and processes to allow students to make more
informed choices when specialising post 16. Students will gain awareness and learn from wider influences
including historical, social, cultural, environmental, and economic factors.
To be able to work independently in order to research, design, develop, manufacture and evaluate their own
product (and the work of others) based on a contextual challenge set by the examination board to solve a
real life problem.
To provide opportunities for students to apply knowledge from other disciplines, including maths, science
and possibly art and computing.

KS4

•
•
KS5
•
•

For students to continue to develop their passion and enthusiasm for the subject. To teach students to think
and act like a designer in industry e.g., how to be innovative and make creative use of a variety of resources
including digital technologies, to improve the world around them.
To prepare them for careers in the STEM industry.

2. What do your students actually learn about? Why?
See above and below.

3. What do you want students to know and do at end points? Why is it important to know/master? Is there clear
tracking of development of skills and knowledge?
KS3
• At the end of each rotation for all students (LPA, MPA and HPA) to have an awareness of a material (including the
working properties) and at least one industrial process. To understand the need to design for a client, the
importance of research, present creative ideas clearly that are annotated to aid communication, manufacture and
evaluate.
• For all students to design and make a product independently.

•

Tracking
o Student booklets and teacher mark books will record grades for knowledge, design, manufacture and
evaluation.
o End of unit tests are written into the SOL (Year 7 and 8)
o End of year exam (Year 9)
o Evidence on TEAMS – homework submission and marking, Quiz/Microsoft Forms to test key concepts and/or
recall testing
o Assessed areas – marks are to be inputted onto a SIMS document to keep data centralised.

KS4
• To understand the effects design has in the world e.g. from the ‘cradle’ to the ‘grave’. To enable students to
actively contribute to the creativity, culture, wealth and well-being of themselves, their community and nation.
• To learn to design and make products that solve genuine, relevant problems within different contexts whilst
considering their own and other’s needs, wants and values.
• Tracking
o teacher mark books will record grades including effort grades for classwork/homework
o End of unit tests are written into the SOL
o End of year exam (Year 10) and mock exam
o Evidence on TEAMS – homework submission and marking, Quiz/Microsoft Forms to test key concepts and/or
recall testing.
o Practical skill tasks will show evidence of outcomes achieved
o NEA is tracked against marking criteria
KS5
•
•
•
•
•

To strengthen knowledge learnt at KS4
To understand the design industry, market influences that a designer must consider and the industrial processes
involved.
To be able to understand exam terminology and answer examination questions
To be able to produce a design portfolio and manufacture a product similar to a designer in the real world (NEA).
Tracking
o teacher mark books will record grades including effort grades for classwork/homework
o Exam questions to track knowledge and understanding.
o End of unit tests are written into the SOL
o End of year exam (Year 12) and mock exam
o Evidence on TEAMS – homework submission and marking, Quiz/Microsoft Forms to test key concepts and/or
recall testing
o NEA is tracked against marking criteria

4. How does your curriculum plan set out the sequence and structure of how it’s going to be implemented? Does
new knowledge and skills build on what has been taught before? KS2 to 3 KS3 – 4 and KS4 – 5. Why is it shaped
the way it is?
•
•
•
•

KS2 – more investigation is needed into finding out what KS2 skills our students have learnt.
KS3 – the curriculum is shaped to help build the foundations of the new GCSE specification.
KS4 and KS5 – curriculum is determined by the exam board specifications.
SOL designed and issued to all technology staff to follow sequence of teaching.

5. What values have guided your decisions about the curriculum you have in place?
How does your curriculum reflect our school’s context?
The design and technology curriculum reflects the school’s context by encouraging learners to become independent,
become more resourceful, risk takers, problem solvers, creative and curious as well as think about Social, Moral,
Sustainability and Cultural issues in the design world we live in.

